1. Introduction

Why do some civil wars end peacefully, while others are fought to the finish? Why, for example, did the Sandinistas and Contras in Nicaragua stop their war with a negotiated settlement, while the Sandinistas and the Somoza regime did not? Why were the Sudanese able to end their conflict in 1972 in a settlement, but not the Nigerians? Why did negotiations in Bosnia bring peace, while negotiations in Rwanda brought genocide?

Between 1940 and 1992, only a third of all negotiations to end civil wars resulted in a successfully implemented peace settlement. In most cases, combatants chose to walk away from the negotiating table and return to war. In fact, civil war combatants almost always chose to return to war unless a third party stepped in to enforce or verify a post-treaty transition. If a third party assisted with implementation, negotiations almost always succeeded, regardless of the initial goals, ideology, or ethnicity of the participants. If a third party did not, these talks almost always failed.

This book tries to explain why combatants in some civil war negotiations choose to sign and implement peace settlements, while others choose to return to war. I argue that successful negotiations must do more than resolve the underlying issues over which a civil war has been fought. To end their war in a negotiated settlement, the combatants must clear the much higher hurdle of designing credible guarantees on the terms of the agreement—a task made difficult without outside assistance. The biggest challenge facing civil war opponents at the negotiating table, therefore, is not how to resolve disagreements over land reform, majority rule, or any of the underlying grievances that started the war. These are difficult issues, but they are not the most difficult. The greatest challenge is to design a treaty that convinces the combatants to shed their partisan armies and surrender conquered territory even though such steps will increase their vulnerability and limit their ability to enforce the treaty’s other terms. When groups obtain third-party security guarantees for the treacherous demobilization period that follows the signing of an agreement, and obtain power-sharing guarantees in the first postwar government, they will implement their settlement. When groups fail to obtain such guarantees, the warring factions will eventually reject a negotiated settlement and continue their war.

I have four aims in this book. The first is to uncover why so many civil wars fail to end in successfully negotiated settlements and why
third-party enforcement or verification of the post-treaty implementation period is critical for success. The second is to reconceptualize the resolution of civil wars as a three-step process during which combatants must decide whether to (1) initiate negotiations, (2) compromise on goals and principles, and (3) implement the terms of a treaty. By understanding resolution as composed of three distinct stages, I hope to demonstrate that the factors held up in the scholarly literature to explain the settlement of civil wars omit a key problem. Groups who agree to meet at the negotiating table and who manage to resolve their grievances still worry that their enemy will take advantage of them after they sign a peace agreement and begin to demobilize. In the end, it is the implementation phase, long ignored by scholars, that is the most difficult to navigate and the reason so many negotiations to fail. My final aim is to collect and analyze the data necessary to test a range of competing explanations in order to draw appropriate lessons.

Before continuing, I should mention what this book does not aim to do. It does not take a stand on whether the United States should have intervened in Rwanda or Bosnia or should intervene in any country seeking a settlement to a civil war. It makes no judgment about the practicality of providing peacekeeping services around the globe, or the ethics of intervening to help stop a civil war. ¹ It also does not discuss the difficulties world leaders face obtaining domestic political support for post-treaty interventions.

What it does lay out are the conditions under which peace negotiations succeed, the type of outside intervention that is necessary to get combatants through the difficult implementation period, and the timing during which third-party intervention is most valuable. This book leaves it up to policymakers to decide whether the benefits of peace are worth the money, manpower, and support needed to launch such missions.

The rest of this chapter is divided into five sections. The first presents the empirical puzzle driving the book, namely that combatants frequently choose to return to civil wars even after they have signed comprehensive peace agreements. The second section summarizes the main argument: civil war peace negotiations frequently fail because combatants cannot enforce or credibly commit to treaties that produce enormous uncertainty in the context of a highly dangerous implementation period. The third section reviews other explanations for why civil war

negotiations may break down. In the next section I explain the methodology used to test these competing explanations. The final section gives a brief summary of the rest of the book.

The Puzzle

A close examination of all civil war negotiations between 1940 and 1992 shows that getting combatants to the bargaining table and resolving their grievances does not guarantee peace. As figure 1.1 shows, 62 percent of all negotiations during this period led to a signed bargain. Yet as figure 1.2 reveals, almost half of these treaties were never implemented. Contrary to common expectations, combatants do not have the greatest difficulty resolving underlying conflicts of interest and reaching bargains. They have the greatest difficulty implementing the resulting terms. In short, the conditions that encourage groups to initiate negotiations and sign settlements do not appear sufficient to bring peace.

The Argument

An important and frequent reason why civil war negotiations fail is because it is almost impossible for the combatants themselves to arrange credible guarantees on the terms of the settlement. Negotiations frequently do not fail because the conditions on the ground are not “ripe for resolution,” as many have argued. Combatants in most civil wars seek a negotiated settlement at some point during the conflict. Nor do negotiations frequently fail because bargains cannot be struck, as many others have argued. Adversaries often compromise on the basic issues underlying their conflict, and they often find mutually acceptable solutions to their problems. Negotiations fail because combatants cannot credibly promise to abide by terms that create numerous opportunities for exploitation after the treaty is signed and implementation begins. Only if a third party is willing to enforce or verify demobilization, and only if the combatants are willing to extend power-sharing
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1 Fifty-one percent of all civil wars that started between 1940 and 1992 experienced formal peace negotiations at some point during the conflict. See appendix 1 for the list of cases.

2 Only those agreements that included a political as well as a military solution to the conflict were defined as comprehensive peace agreements. See chapter 3 for a discussion of how peace agreements were defined and coded.
guarantees, will promises to abide by the original terms be credible and negotiations succeed. I call this theory the *credible commitment theory* of civil war resolution.

In what follows, I show that resolving a civil war requires much more than negotiating a bargain and establishing a cease-fire. A successful peace settlement must integrate the previously warring fractions into a single state, create a new government capable of accommodating their interests, and build a national, nonpartisan military force. This process of integration, however, creates a transition period during which combatants become less and less able to survive a surprise attack and enforce subsequent terms. Thus, even under the very best conditions—when combatants have initiated negotiations and signed a mutually agreeable treaty—the desire for peace clashes with the realities of implementation, and groups frequently choose the safer, more certain option of war.

The fact that combatants have such difficulty enforcing and credibly
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committing to the terms of their own peace settlements, however, does not mean that the resolution of civil wars can be traced to a single cause, outside security guarantees. Combatants have no chance to settle their wars unless they are willing, first, to meet at the negotiating table and, second, to resolve their underlying grievances and strike a deal. Both of these steps are likely to be driven by a variety of factors that come into play long before third parties arrive on the scene. Although the credible commitment theory says almost nothing about these additional conditions for peace, the focus here on enforcement and commitment does serve a purpose. By emphasizing the structural problems of implementation I hope to show that in important ways, issues of post-treaty security are likely to pervade all decisions leading to settlement and play a critical role in the final outcome of civil wars. In the end, enforcement will matter a great deal.

Current Theories of Civil War Resolution

Six additional theories of civil war resolution can be found in the literature, and I present them for several reasons. The first is to give skeptical readers a better sense of the many variables purported to take combatants from war to peace and allow these readers to come to their own conclusions about the efficacy of my argument. My second purpose is to begin to identify the full range of factors that are likely to play a role in each of the three stages of the peace process. This tactic is designed to impose greater conceptual rigor on the study of civil war resolution and enable me to determine what factors are doing what work at each of step along the way. My final aim is to determine whether third-party security guarantees and power-sharing pacts really do play critical, independent roles in the peaceful resolution of civil wars, or are only the end result of these other, more important, conditions.

Current theories of civil war termination can be roughly grouped into one of two camps. The first views negotiated settlements primarily as a function of the economic, military, or political conditions that exist on the ground and are likely to encourage combatants to initiate negotiations. This set of theories tends to assume that once these conditions favor negotiation, successful settlement is likely. The second set of theories views negotiated settlements primarily as a function of combatants’ ability to resolve underlying conflicts of interest. This camp assumes

that once a bargain has been reached, successful settlement should follow. Both camps stand in contrast to the credible commitment theory, which argues that even if combatants reach a mutually agreeable bargain they will not implement its terms unless credible guarantees on the terms of the treaty are included.

**Conditions That Affect “Ripeness for Resolution”**

The most popular explanation for the success or failure of negotiations focuses on the importance of situational factors, conditions that make civil wars “ripe for resolution.” Three conditions in particular are believed to make war less attractive and encourage combatants to pursue compromise solutions: high costs of war, military stalemate, and certain domestic political institutions.

**Costs of War**

Expected utility choice theorists have long assumed that the decision to fight or negotiate is determined by the relative costs and benefits of a unilateral victory or a compromise settlement. Proponents of this view argue that combatants carefully estimate their chances of winning a civil war, the amount of time it will take to achieve this victory, how much it will cost, and their relative payoffs from winning versus accepting a settlement. Settlement occurs when combatants believe they can do no better by continuing to fight than by bargaining.

There are good theoretical reasons to believe the costs of war have a significant effect on the process by which civil wars end. First, incumbent governments and rebels have a finite base of resources on which to draw and are forced to pursue alternate solutions to violence as war coffers dry up. Second, a full military victory becomes less attractive as the costs of achieving it increase. Third, leaders are likely to come under increasing domestic pressure to end violence as civilian suffering increases and war fatigue sets in. Peter De Vos, former U.S. ambassador to Liberia, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Costa Rica,
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1 The term “ripe for resolution” was coined by I. William Zartman in his book by that title.
points out that “the participants are not ready to settle until they’re just too weary. If you look at Mozambique, if you look at Angola, that’s what’s happened.” The costs of continuing a war, therefore, should be directly related to combatants’ willingness to pursue a negotiated settlement.

**Balance of Power**

Theorists of international relations have long argued that the decision to go to war (or remain at peace) is strongly affected by the relative balance of power between adversaries. A. F. K. Organski, for example, has argued that a balance of power produces peace because “no one side can achieve a great enough superiority to be sure that aggressive action would be crowned with success.” This logic should apply equally well to the resolution of civil wars. Combatants who are fairly equal on the civil war battlefield should be more likely to negotiate a settlement for at least two reasons. First, military stalemates often, although not always, indicate a determined opponent who promises a costly war of attrition. Second, military stalemates produce uncertainty as to the eventual winner, making each side less willing to risk a decisive loss. “Stalemate,” according to George Modelski, “is easily the most important condition of a settlement. Without it, one or both of the parties may hold justified hopes of an outright win and therefore have the incentive to go on fighting.” This theory, therefore, predicts that
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9 Organski, *World Politics*.
10 The power preponderance school would make the opposite prediction, arguing that combatants should be less likely to negotiate settlement when a balance of power exists since both groups can still hold onto the hope that they will eventually win the war. I do not include a discussion of this theory in the text because it has never been offered as an explanation for the resolution of civil wars. Nonetheless, the same hypothesis regarding the importance of a military stalemate could be used to test this prediction.
the more equally matched combatants are on the battlefield, the more likely they are to pursue negotiations.

**Domestic Political Institutions**

A third explanation for negotiated settlements can be drawn from institutional explanations for war and peace. One could argue that the decision to negotiate depends on the domestic political constraints placed on individual leaders. According to this view, civil wars that occur in democratic countries should be more likely to end in compromise settlements, for one of three reasons. First, leaders of democracies face higher domestic constraints in their use of force than leaders of authoritarian governments and are, therefore, less likely to be allowed to pursue unpopular wars. Presidents Johnson and Nixon were forced to respond to a public that increasingly demanded U.S. withdrawal from Vietnam. This stands in stark contrast to Russia's pursuit of its war with Chechnya. As one noted Russian scholar has observed:

Russia's war with Chechnya most likely would not have occurred if Russia had been a consolidated democracy. From the very beginning, roughly two-thirds of all Russians opposed the war, a figure that grew steadily over the next two years. Had their interests been represented in the state through the usual pluralist institutions found in stable, liberal democracies, the decision to attack may not have been made. Second, democratic leaders are likely to find it easier to credibly commit to peace agreements since they are more likely to be held accountable by their voting publics for promises made. Abraham Lincoln's
signature on a peace agreement between the North and the South was a credible signal of the North’s intent because of the full force of the democratic institutions that accorded him his power to sign. It was improbable that he would try to renegade on a treaty. By contrast, General Anastasio Somoza’s word to the Sandinistas during Nicaragua’s war in 1978–79 was less credible because public penalties would not have followed any renouncement of peace.

Finally, democratic leaders accustomed to sharing political power have less to lose by opening the government than authoritarian leaders who stand to forfeit monopoly control of government. The Conservative Party in Colombia, for example, gave up far less when it signed a peace treaty with the Liberal Party than did the absolutist government of Chiang Kai-shek when it agreed to a coalition government with the Chinese Communist Party. A focus on democratic political institutions, therefore, leads to the prediction that the more democratic a state, the more likely the government will be to negotiate a settlement to war.

**Conditions That Encourage Combatants to Strike a Bargain**

Scholars in the second camp shift the focus of attention away from the conditions that encourage combatants to initiate negotiations toward the conditions that encourage combatants to make real concessions to their enemy. These scholars do not ignore the importance of preexisting military, economic, or political conditions that favor settlement. They simply stress that negotiations have no chance to succeed unless combatants are able to resolve the issues driving the war and reach a mutually agreeable deal. Three factors in particular are likely to affect the chances of a settlement: the identity of the combatants, the divisibility of the stakes over which they are fighting, and the presence of an outside mediator. If identities are malleable, if stakes are easy to divide, or if mediators are present, negotiations are more likely to
succeed. If not, combatants are unlikely to resolve their differences, and war is likely to resume.

**Ethnic Identity**

It is widely assumed in both journalistic and scholarly accounts of civil wars that the identity of the combatants plays a large role in their willingness to compromise.¹⁸ Civil wars between different ethnic groups are frequently depicted as intense value conflicts fought over issues close to the heart. Such wars are thus thought to be less amenable to rational calculations of costs and benefits than conflicts between combatants drawn from similar identity groups. Ethnic conflicts are viewed as the result of kinship turned bad, of “feuds” and “bitter rivalries,” not power politics. “I have six sons,” a Bosnian Croat farmer told a reporter when asked whether he would implement the Dayton peace accords of 1994, “and if we are told to share our government with Muslims, all of them will join me in the war that will come.”¹⁹ By this theory, once violence erupts, identities become cemented in ways that keep combatants from working together. This theory predicts that combatants fighting over issues tied to their identities will have greater difficulty reaching a compromise settlement than those fighting over more negotiable political or economic issues.²⁰

**The Divisibility of Stakes**

Others argue that the success or failure of peace negotiations depends on how easy it is for the combatants to divide the stakes over which they are fighting. “If,” Paul Pillar has written, “the stakes are chiefly
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indivisible, so that neither side can get most of what it wants without depriving the other of most of what it wants, negotiations are less apt to be successful."  

Many civil wars may end in decisive military victories precisely because the goals combatants are pursuing tend to be absolute, "with nothing in between to contribute to the give and take of negotiation and bargaining."  

Two arguments regarding divisibility can be made. One could argue that rebels fighting for total goals such as the complete control of a country, the elimination of a rival, or the revolutionary overthrow of a hated political, economic, or social system are less likely to reach a negotiated settlement than rebels fighting for limited aims such as land reform or democratic adjustment. In these cases, it is possible that a middle ground exists in which to draw a compromise settlement. This theory predicts that total wars are less likely to end in negotiated settlement than limited wars.  

One could also argue, however, that rebels fighting over territory may make it easier for the central government to accommodate their demands because incumbent elites can part with territory and still retain power. If this is true, one would predict that secessionist conflicts and conflicts fought for greater territorial autonomy are more likely to find negotiated settlements because these conflicts do not threaten the very existence (or livelihood) of the incumbent elite. This theory predicts that territorial wars will be more likely to reach negotiated settlement than nonterritorial conflicts.

Mediation

Finally, many scholars and practitioners champion the ability of a mediator to surmount difficult bargaining problems and help combatants reach an agreement. Mediators serve at least three important roles.

25 See Jacob Bercovitch and Jeffrey Z. Rubin, eds., Mediation in International Relations: Multiple Approaches to Conflict Management (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992);
The first is informational. Mediators can supply missing information, transmit messages, highlight common interests, and encourage meaningful communication so that combatants can better locate a common middle ground. They can also play an important procedural role. Mediators can arrange for interactions between the parties, control the pace and formality of the meetings, and structure the agenda in order to keep the process focused on the issues. The third role is in some ways more coercive. Mediators can reward concessions made by the parties and punish intransigence in order to make disagreement costly. Each of these functions is likely to help the combatants to break through bargaining impasses and locate terms agreeable to both parties. “The ability of the would-be mediator,” Stephen Stedman argues, “is an independent variable that affects the success or failure of negotiation.” Given this theory, one expects the success of civil war negotiations to vary directly with the presence or absence of an outside mediator.

The preceding discussion reveals a range of alternative explanations for why some civil wars end peacefully while others do not. Table 1.1 lists these competing hypotheses.

What Is Missing

Current theories of the resolution of civil wars tell us much about the conditions likely to bring combatants to the negotiating table and about the conditions then likely to encourage them to reach and sign compromise bargains. The theories do not explain, however, why even signed bargains fail to bring peace, and thus do not provide a comprehensive explanation for why some negotiations end in peace while others do not. As figure 1.2 showed, a signed peace settlement does not guarantee
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27 Stedman, Peacemaking in Civil War, 23.
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TABLE 1.1
The Competing Hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Associated Hypothesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs of war</td>
<td>Hypothesis 1 The more costly a war, the more likely combatants are to negotiate a settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of power</td>
<td>Hypothesis 2 The more equally matched combatants are on the battlefield, the more likely they are to end their war in a negotiated settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic political institutions</td>
<td>Hypothesis 3 The more democratic a state, the more likely its government is to negotiate a settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic identity</td>
<td>Hypothesis 4 Combatants fighting over issues tied to their identity are less likely to end their war in a negotiated settlement than combatants whose identity is the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divisibility of stakes</td>
<td>Hypothesis 5 The more divisible the stakes over which the combatants are fighting, the more likely the war is to end in a negotiated settlement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation</td>
<td>Hypothesis 6 The success of civil war negotiations varies directly with the presence or absence of an outside mediator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that a civil war will end. Almost half of all combatants who signed comprehensive peace agreements during the period from 1940 to 1992 chose to return to war rather than implement the terms of the agreement. To understand why some civil wars end by negotiated settlement and others do not, we must understand how the parties’ expectations about compliance with the terms of the agreement affect decisions to negotiate or fight at each step on the road to peace.

Research Methods

Two different methodologies, quantitative analysis and comparative case studies, are used in this study. Statistical analysis allows comparison of many cases at once and uncovers patterns that would not be
revealed by examination of a small number of cases. It also ensures that the conclusions drawn are pertinent to a wide range of cases, not just one or two that caught the researcher’s eye.

Statistical analysis, however, has its limitations. First, it is not particularly helpful in building causal theories of civil wars’ resolution. The ideas in this book originated from reading detailed historical accounts of particular conflicts, not from regression analysis. Second, although patterns do emerge, important cultural and historical differences cause individuals, governments, and rebel factions to act in ways not predicted by the theory. A contextual comparison of individual cases ensures that the generalizations made here are not too sweeping and should help to reveal the limitations of the theory.28 Finally, statistical analysis cannot confirm or disconfirm the causal mechanisms purported to link third-party intervention and power-sharing guarantees to the peaceful resolution of civil wars. It can only reveal the correlation, if any, between each of these variables and peace. A careful study of individual cases, therefore, is needed to build, refine, and test the theory.

How the Book Is Organized

The next seven chapters examine the conditions under which combatants choose to end their civil war through a negotiated settlement rather than a military victory. Chapter 2 develops the credible commitment theory highlighted above. This theory suggests that incentives to cheat on the agreement discourage combatants from cooperating and convince them to continue a war even if they would prefer to settle. The chapter presents three simple game-theoretic models to show that fears of post-treaty exploitation pervade the peace process and factor into decisions to cooperate or fight at each step along the way.29

Chapter 3 introduces the data set used to test the theories summarized above and explains how each of the variables specified in previous chapters is measured. This chapter may be of particular interest to scholars seeking a data set with which to test theories of civil war, intervention, and war termination.

Chapter 4 tests the competing hypotheses against all civil wars that began between 1940 and 1992. The results show that two factors have


29 Readers not versed in this approach should have no difficulty following the text. All math is confined to the appendix.
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A significant effect on combatants’ decision to sign and implement negotiated settlements. Negotiations are unlikely to succeed unless an outside power is willing to guarantee the security of the combatants during demobilization, and unless specific political, military, or territorial guarantees are written into the terms of the treaty. The results, however, also reveal that other factors play important roles prior to the implementation of a peace treaty. The costs of war (measured as a function of battle deaths and duration) and rebels’ goals matter a great deal in bringing combatants to the table, and territorial goals, a military stalemate, and mediation are instrumental in reaching a bargain. In the end, however, the two most important factors in convincing combatants to both sign and implement peace settlements are third-party security guarantees and power-sharing pacts. Only then do we get peace.

The links among third-party security guarantees, power-sharing pacts, and successful settlement, however, could be spurious. This possibility is the subject of chapter 5. Here I am particularly interested in answering three questions. First, are third-party intervention and power-sharing guarantees necessary to obtain negotiated peace, or can one be substituted for the other? Second, does the strength of an outside guarantee—for example, the identity of the guarantor or the size of the peacekeeping force—or the extent of power-sharing guarantees affect the outcome of civil wars? Third, do third-party and power-sharing guarantees have a direct causal effect on the outcome of civil wars, or are they offered only in cases in which the parties would have ended the war on their own? I find that third-party guarantees and power-sharing pacts are both highly correlated with settlement, and that the strength of outside security guarantees and the strength of power-sharing pacts tend to be inversely related to each other. Some evidence indicates that combatants are more willing to extend treaty pacts in long civil wars and those in which a third party steps in to guarantee demobilization. There is also some evidence that third-party security guarantees tend to be connected to the offer of power-sharing pacts. Overall, however, there are surprisingly few significant correlations between post-treaty guarantees and other factors that may be related to peace.

Chapters 6 and 7 supplement these tests with in-depth case studies of negotiations to end the civil wars in Zimbabwe and Rwanda. Here, day-to-day negotiations are scrutinized to see if fears over post-treaty security really do drive decisions to sign and implement peace treaties, if combatants seek third-party security guarantees to allay these fears, and if compliance with the terms of the agreement coincides with the arrival of outside observers or peacekeepers. Case analysis confirms the strong connection between third-party security guarantees, power-sharing pacts, and the peaceful settlement of civil war.
Chapter 8 reviews the theory and the findings presented in the book. It ends by outlining the implications this study may have for scholars interested in questions of conflict and cooperation, especially under conditions of high risk, and for policymakers pursuing the more pressing question of how to resolve persistent and recurring civil wars.